
     Appendix 17 
Proposal regarding fines to CB 
Today there isn’t a fixed fine for different topics and it would be good to have regulations regarding this 
that could be used by the jury during tournaments. 
 
To be placed in the juridical regulations as 
 

Article 39 h) 
 
1. Teams not showing up on Technical meeting/s 
WFC/CC: Fine for team of 400 CHF per meeting and if one team misses both a total of 1000 CHF 
 
Other: Fine for team of 200 CHF per meeting and if one team misses both a total of 500 CHF 
 
2. Teams without number on the front of their shirt/s 
WFC/CC: Fine for team/s of 200 CHF/match if whole team are missing, 100 CHF/match if only one 
player is missing number (normally goal keeper) 
 
Other tournaments: Fine for team/s of 150 CHF/match if whole team are missing, 50 CHF/match if 
only one player is missing number (normally goal keeper) 
 
First reported match: Information to the team that from the next match they will be fined  
 
3. Teams without number on the back of their shirt/s 
WFC/CC: Fine for team of 1000 CHF/match if whole team are missing, 200 CHF/match if only one 
player is missing (normally goal keeper) 
 
Other tournaments: Fine for team of 500 CHF/match if whole team are missing, 50 CHF/match if only 
one player is missing (normally goal keeper) 
 
First reported match: Information to the team that from the next match they will be fined  
 
4. Teams without names/nick names on the back of their shirt/s 
WFC/CC: Fine for team of 200 CHF/match if whole team are missing, 100 CHF/match if only one 
player is missing (normally goal keeper) 
 
Other tournaments: Fine for team of 100 CHF/match if whole team are missing, 50 CHF/match if only 
one player is missing (normally goal keeper) 
 
First reported match: Information to the team that from the next match they will be fined  
 
5. Shirt color of the team 
Participating teams shall have one dark and one light colored jersey. 
WFC/CC: Fine for team of 1000 CHF 
 
Other: Fine for team of 500 CHF 
 
6. Teams/players having different number on the teams 2 outfits 
WFC/CC: Fine for team of 200 CHF. 100 CHF/match if only one player is changed. 
 
Other: Fine for team of 100 CHF. 50 CHF/match if only one player is changed. 
 
7. Teams having number on shorts that isn’t the same on the shirt 
WFC/CC: Fine for team of 200 CHF/match if the whole team has two different numbers on 
shorts/shirts, 100 CHF/match if only one player have two different numbers on shorts/shirts. 
 
Other tournaments: Fine for team of 100 CHF/match if the whole team has two different numbers on 
shorts/shirts, 50 CHF/match if only one player have two different numbers on shorts/shirts. 
 



First reported match: Information to the team that from the next match they will be fined  
 
8. Team/s not ready on scheduled time before match and after intermissions Club tournament 
WFC/CC: First time - warning, second time 200 CHF, third time until quarter-final 200 CHF, quarter-
final 300 CHF, Semi-final 400 CHF, Final 500 CHF. 
 
Other tournaments: First time - warning, second time 100 CHF, third time until quarter-final 100 CHF, 
quarter-final 150 CHF, Semi-final 200 CHF, Final 250 CHF. 
 
Jury of the match takes the decision and report it  
 
9. Trying to put in players or team staff that has Not been on the first list 
A. If the team use a not correct player this is handled by the rules for ‘unqualified players’ + plus an 
additional fine of 1000 CHF/match and player 
 
B. If the team use a not correct team staff there is a fine of 1000 CHF/match and team staff 
 

 
 
Other 
 
Hard to find a good place in regulations for these – possibly into contracts? 
 
1. Floor not cleaned before sending them to the next tournament 
Propose to the CB to put in that the floor should be cleaned and if not fine of 2000 CHF 
 
2. Quality of DVDs to teams 
Proposal to put the demands on the DVD quality/angel into the regulations (and a fine for every day 
this isn’t working) 
 


